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the 

story

Our mission: 

Your ideal skin. Revealed.

reveel by MedSkin solutions is an innovative lifestyle brand with MedTech heritage to

reveal your ideal skin. 

Scientifically proven performance products for professional and home-use 

application, each targeting very specific skin needs.

Freely combinable, reveel can be adapted to individual skin needs profiles, re-stimulating the 

skin’s responsiveness exactly where needed to reactivate skin processes.
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SKIN FIRST
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MedSkin Solutions Dr. Suwelack: made in Germany; 

our aim is to reveal skin´s full potential.

Our founder’s vision: Nature’s mode of 

action in biomaterials is perfect. Just preserve it.

With our unique processing we keep their                                                          

natural properties intact!

Our mission: 
Your ideal skin. Revealed.
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Most Important Milestones
A Company with a Lot of History

1963
Advanced
CryoSafe™

Method

1982
MatriCol®

Technology

1989
Market 
entry Asia

1997
Foundation of Dr. 
Suwelack Skin & 
Health Care AG, 

Germany

1994
MatriGel®

Technology 
(Purefine)

2004
MatriMar®

Technology 
(Liftergy ®)

2005
TRC® Technology 

(MatriDerm ®)
Sales 

Organization US

2016
2nd Headquarter 

in Hamburg

2018
Launch reveel

2011
2 C Technology 

(ProHeal®) + HiCon
Technology 

(Juveel®)

2012 
Change of company

name to
MedSkin Solutions Dr. 

Suwelack AG

2017 
MedSkin campus

& own energy
supply

L01_DS263218_Kleine-Videos-MDS_Video01.mp4
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We have developed innovative 

technologies for products that               

restore the function of damaged                 

or destroyed skin.

Tens of thousands of patients have 

been treated with our medical 

products in the area of wound healing 

or burn recovery.

We know 
how to rebuild skin.

1 
year

3 
months

Day
11

Day
0



We have used this profound knowledge

about skin functions and regenerative 

processes to create a 

skin care series
that truly enables skin 

to reveal its full potential.
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SKIN TALKS.
SKIN RESPONDS.
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Youthful skin is highly responsive. 

It constantly responds to internal and external influences. 

Skin cells are instructed to produce essential                                      

structural components of the skin such as 

hyperpigmentation, glycation, increased wrinkle depth and 

slower cellular turnover.

.

A highly sophisticated biological system of constant 

signaling and responding. 

Skin talks: 

responsive skin
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Production of structural components of the skin slows down. 

Multiple external and internal influences promote the 

degradation of skin’s structural components.

When this happens, we see signs of skin aging. 

As skin ages, 

its responsiveness decreases 
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Skin answers: 

Responsiveness for rejuvenation

In order to rejuvenate, the skin now needs 

additional support and signals to produce 

sufficient structural components to restore a balanced 

skin structure.

However, skin can only respond to signalers that 

speak skin’s language. 
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reveel SPEAKS
SKINS LANGUAGE
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Speaking skin’s language means 

sending signals and providing support                                           

that the skin recognizes and that                                                             

trigger skin’s own processes.

By using our core methods MedSkin 

Solutions has created signaling 

products which are proven to 

stimulate targeted skin processes.

Sending signals that 

the skin recognizes



|

Our unique 

Captivation Method captures 

& activates the key ingredients in our

activators, sprays, serums & moisturizers.
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The Captivation Method

1. Most active ingredients

Selection of most active ingredients, 

whose performance and 

visible effects on the skin are

scientifically proven.

2. Capturing the efficacy

The unique synergistic formulations

capture the activity of the bioactive 

ingredients, thus enabling them to 

release their full potential. 



Captivation Method™

• Maintaining maximum activity for optimal performance

Screening & Selection
▪ of most active forms of key

ingredients: native Collagen, 
Resveratrol etc.

▪ Active additives: hyaluronic acid, 
moisturizing factors, active
peptides

Intelligent Connectivity
▪ Application specific optimized

formulation captures max. activity for
optimal targeted performance:        
e.g. encapsulation

Converting
▪ Diverse application 

formats such as
sprays, emulsions, 
activators in specific
packaging system

Activation
▪ Release of captured

activity by direct
bioavailability of 
actives



|

Our Advanced CryoSafe®

Method preserves the holistic mode-

of-action of the active ingredients in our 

dry products.
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The Advanced CryoSafe® Method

Most active ingredients
Selection of the most active

forms of ingredients whose

performance and visible 

effects on the skin are

scientifically proven.

Synergistic formulations
Creation of synergistic formulations with

high concentrations of active ingredients

that maximize their natural activity and 

enable them to release their full potential.

Locking the efficacy
Stabilization through a 

unique lyophilization process 

preserves the natural 

properties without using 

preservatives.

Product configuration
Final product configuration 

ensures best activity and 

usability.

Unlocking the efficacy
Activation of the ingredients 

- via a special activating 

liquid - triggers the 

responsiveness of the  skin to 

re-activate and accelerate 

natural skin functions.



|

Our Biotelligence Philosophy empowers 

reveel’s advanced skin care 

specialists to deliver visible effects that 

are scientifically proven to reveal skin’s 

full potential.
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|

7 product series for professional 

treatment and home-use application are 

combinable to address each 

individual combination of skin 

needs.
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Preparation of skin for 

following steps in skin care 
routine or treatment.
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Immediate boost of

hydration.
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Activation of skin’s own 

natural processes.
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Replenishment of 

essential nutrients.
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Refinement of skin texture.
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Protection from harmful

influences.
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Recovery of soothed and 

smoothed skin.



TREATMENT
CONCEPT



|

Overview of treatment menu
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Hydration 
Hype

Vitamin C 
Brightening

Well-
Aging

SOS Skin 
Rescue

Signature
Collagen



60 MIN TREATMENTS SIGNATURE HYDRATION HYPE VITAMIN C 
BRIGHTENING

SOS SKIN RESCUE WELL AGEING

CLEANSE
Moisturizing Cleansing 

Foam
Moisturizing Cleansing 

Foam
Moisturizing Cleansing 

Foam
Moisturizing Cleansing 

Foam
Moisturizing Cleansing 

Foam

TONE
Balancing Facial Toner Balancing Facial Toner Balancing Facial Toner Balancing Facial Toner

Balancing Facial Toner

RENEW
Professional Detox
Massage Gel Plus
Medium Massage

Professional Detox
Massage Gel Plus
Medium Massage

Professional Detox
Massage Gel Plus
Medium Massage

Professional Detox
Massage Gel Plus
Medium Massage

Professional Detox
Massage Gel Plus
Medium Massage

EXTRACT MANUAL/DEVICE MANUAL/DEVICE MANUAL/DEVICE MANUAL/DEVICE MANUAL/DEVICE

TONE Balancing Facial Toner Balancing Facial Toner Balancing Facial Toner Balancing Facial Toner Balancing Facial Toner

MASK Smoothing Marine Mask Brightening Calming Renewal

ENHANCE Vitamin C Concentrate Marine Spray Serum Vitamin C Concentrate
Defending Day Serum 

Plus
Collagen Serum Spray

ENHANCE Collagen Serum Spray

OPTIMIZE
Refining or Comforting 

Moisturizer
Refining or Comforting 

Moisturizer
Refining or Comforting 

Moisturizer
Refining or Comforting 

Moisturizer
Refining or Comforting 

Moisturizer

reveel treatment menu



|

Signature Collagen Treatment
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o deeply restores moisture deposits, improving skin 

elasticity and smoothness lastingly. 

o protection against free radicals, resulting in the skin 

being firm, radiant, and rejuvenated.

Description

60min

Step 5
Tone

Balancing 

Facial Toner

Step 6
Mask

Professional 

Smoothing 

Mask

Step 7
Enhance

Collagen 

Serum Spray

Step 8
Optimize

Refining 

Moisturizer

or

Comforting 

Moisturizer

Moisturizing 

Cleansing 

Foam

Step 1
Cleanse

Step 2
Tone

Balancing 

Facial Toner

Step 3
Renew

Professional 

Detox Massage 

Gel Plus

Medium 

Massage

Manual

or

device

Step 4
Extract

Step 8
Enhance

Vitamin C 

Concentrate



|

Vitamin C Brightening Treatment
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Professional 

Brightening 

Mask

Vitamin C 

Concentrate

o focused on evening out skin tone to optimize overall 

glow

o targeting dark spots boosting skin immunity to UV 

damage and environmental stress.

Description

60min

Step 5
Tone

Balancing 

Facial Toner

Step 6
Mask

Step 7
Enhance

Refining 

Moisturizer

or

Comforting 

Moisturizer

Moisturizing 

Cleansing 

Foam

Step 1
Cleanse

Step 2
Tone

Balancing 

Facial Toner

Step 3
Renew

Professional 

Detox Massage 

Gel Plus

Medium 

Massage

Manual

or

device

Step 4
Extract

Step 8
Optimize
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Professional 

Marine Mask

Marine Spray 

Serum

Hydration Hype Treatment

60min

Step 5
Tone

Balancing 

Facial Toner

Step 6
Mask

Step 7
Enhance

Refining 

Moisturizer

or

Comforting 

Moisturizer

Moisturizing 

Cleansing 

Foam

Step 1
Cleanse

Step 2
Tone

Balancing 

Facial Toner

Step 3
Renew

Professional 

Detox Massage 

Gel Plus

Medium 

Massage

Manual

or

device

Step 4
Extract

Step 8
Optimize

o boost skins' moisture reservoirs with hydration boosting 

ingredients such as algae and ectoin. .

o prevents trans-epidermal water loss by elevating the 

skins moisture binding capacities.  

Description



|
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Professional 

Calming Mask
Defending Day 

Serum Plus

60min

Step 5
Tone

Balancing 

Facial Toner

Step 6
Mask

Step 7
Enhance

Refining 

Moisturizer

or

Comforting 

Moisturizer

Moisturizing 

Cleansing 

Foam

Step 1
Cleanse

Step 2
Tone

Balancing 

Facial Toner

Step 3
Renew

Professional 

Detox Massage 

Gel Plus

Medium 

Massage

Manual

or

device

Step 4
Extract

Step 8
Optimize

o reduces redness and alleviates the sensation of 

tightness or discomfort. 

o ideal for skin prone to inflammation and irritation or 

rosacea. 

Description

SOS Skin Rescue Treatment



|
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Professional 

Renewal Mask

60min

Step 5
Tone

Balancing 

Facial Toner

Step 6
Mask

Step 7
Enhance

Refining 

Moisturizer

or

Comforting 

Moisturizer

Moisturizing 

Cleansing 

Foam

Step 1
Cleanse

Step 2
Tone

Balancing 

Facial Toner

Step 3
Renew

Professional 

Detox Massage 

Gel Plus

Medium 

Massage

Manual

or

device

Step 4
Extract

Step 8
Optimize

o pro-active treatment addressing signs of ageing 

o helps against wrinkles, fine lines and loss of elasticity

o offer anti-oxdiant protection 

o leaving the skin plump, firm and dense

o . 

Description

Well-Ageing Treatment

Collagen 

Serum Spray



Combine the reveel treatment with the 

right home use recommendation for 

maximized skin‘s response.



PRODUCT-
KNOWLEDGE
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Preparation of treatment.
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Skin demands

RESET

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET
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Moisturizing Cleansing Foam

Key Ingredients 

preBIULIN FOS, Salicylic acid,

Signal
Salicylic acid removes dead cells and dirt. 

preBIULIN FOS stabilizes the skin microbiome.. 

Skin‘s Response 

SkSkin is thoroughly cleansed and Skin 

microbiome is balanced.

Benefit

Skin is freed of dirt and pollution, allowing for a 

deep penetration of following active 

ingredients

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET
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Balancing Facial Toner

Key Ingredients 

preBIULIN FOS, Lactic acid, Panthenol,  Hyaluronic acid

Signal
preBIULIN FOS stabilizes the skin microbiome.  Lactic acid loosens last 

dirt residues. Panthenol and hyaluronic acid moisturize the skin

Skin‘s Response 

Skin is cleansed and has a low physiollogical

pH. Skin microbiome is balanced.

Benefit

Skin is prepared for the active ingredients of the 

subsequent skin care routine. 

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET
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Cleanser & Toner– Skin‘s Response

SKIN 

INSIGHT

SIGNAL

(Cleanser)

SKIN‘S 

RESPONSE

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET

SIGNAL

(Toner)
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Cleanser & Toner– When and how to use it?

▪ begin with the Professional Cleansing Foam: gently 

massage place two pump strokes in the palm of the hand, 

into the skin and then thoroughly exfoliate.

▪ moisten two cotton pads with five pump puffs of 

Professional Balancing Facial Toner running them over the 

face and décolleté. 

▪ skin is thoroughly cleansed and optimally prepared for the 

subsequent treatment and the active ingredients can 

penetrate deeply into the skin.

Home Use

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET
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Moisturizing Cleansing Foam– What is it?

The Moisturizing Cleansing Foam is … 

▪ the ideal defender against daily 

environmental influences and pollution that 

have negative effects on the skin. 

▪ optimal daily 2-step cleansing routine 

together with the Balancing Facial Toner

▪ creating the right base for each treatment: a 

deep cleansing of the skin

Elevator SpeechElevator Speech

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET
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Balancing Facial Toner – What is it?

The Balancing Facial Toner is … 

▪ lowering the pH value of the skin, after being 

imbalanced by tap water or soap

▪ preparing ideally for the penetration of 

active ingredients of the subsequent facial 

treatment / skin care routine

Elevator SpeechElevator Speech

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET
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Professional Detox Massage Gel Plus

Key Ingredients 

Alginate, calcium ions

Signal
Alginate binds and removes toxins and corneocytes from the skin’s 

surface while infusing skin with moisture. 

Calcium controls skin cell shedding and the formation of aquaporins. 

Skin‘s Response 

Skin is deeply cleansed. Immediate skin hydration and replenishment 

of moisture depots. Blood circulation is stimulated during the 

massage. Skin barrier function is improved. 

Benefit

Skin is detoxified and hydrated. The appearance of the skin is refined. 

Skin is ready for absorption of ingredients of the subsequent 

treatment/mask/serum.

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET
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Professional Detox Massage Gel Plus – Skin‘s Response

Alginate

▪ Skin is deeply cleansed.

▪ Moisture deposits are 

replenished. 

▪ Blood circulation is 
stimulated during the 
massage.

▪ Alginate binds and removes 
toxins and corneocytes from the 
skin’s surface while infusing skin 
with moisture. 

▪ Calcium controls skin cell 
shedding and the formation of 
aquaporins.

▪ Our skin is exposed to 
internal and external stress 
factors that can dry out skin, 
damage its protective 
barrier, and lead to flakiness.

▪ Skin is detoxified and hydrated. 

▪ The appearance of the skin is 

refined. 

▪ Skin is ready for absorption of 
ingredients of the subsequent 
treatment/ mask/serum.

▪ Skin barrier function is improved

Toxins
Hyaluronic

Acid

LIFTONINTM –

Xpress
Corneocytes

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

Calcium

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET
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Professional Detox Massage Gel Plus – When and how to use it?

▪ during a treatment as massage medium

▪ place both pads with approx. 15ml of PROFESSIONAL 

ACTIVATING LIQUID into a small bowl

▪ the pads transform into a lubricating gel, using a cosmetic

brush will speed up the activation

▪ massage into skin

▪ the gel can be remoistened as often as needed, allowing

for very long-lasting massage

▪ take off with wet wash cloth

Back Bar

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET
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Professional Detox Massage Gel Plus – What is it?

The Professional Detox Massage Gel Plus is 
… 

▪ a professional hydrating massage gel

▪ for deeply cleansed

▪ detoxified

▪ perfectly prepared skin and

▪ Improved skin barrier function. 

Elevator SpeechElevator Speech

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET
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Professional Detox Massage Gel Plus – Complementary Products

INSTANT BOOSTER

▪ Collagen Serum Spray

ACTIVATOR

▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

SMART PROTECTOR

▪ Defending Day Serum Plus

+

+

+                     

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

RESET
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Immediate boost of

hydration.



|

Skin shows

Instant Booster
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SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Marine Eye Mask Key Ingredients

Alginate | Calcium Ions | Hyaluronic Acid

Signal

Calcium ions penetrate deeply into the epidermal
layer to increase extra-cellular calcium
concentration. Hyaluronic acid binds moisture.

Skin‘s Response

Cell-cell connections are stabilized. TEWL is
reduced. Skin's own moisture channels (=
aquaporins ) are activated, supporting the skin's
moisture balance and enhances its moisture
storage.

Benefit

The eye area is instantly plumped. Skin’s moisture
depots are lastingly replenished. Skin barrier is
strengthened. Lines are smoothed and wrinkles
softened.

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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▪ Epidermal Cell-cell 

connections are stabilized. 

TEWL is reduced 

▪ Skin's own moisture channels  

are activated. Together with 

hyaluronic acid, this moisture 

network of  aquaporins

balances the skin's moisture 

level and enhances its 

moisture storage.

▪ Calcium ions penetrate

deeply into the epidermal 

layer to increase extra-

cellular calcium

concentration.

▪ Hyaluronic acid binds

moisture.  

▪ With age, the number 

and mobility of 

aquaporins (= water 

channels) decreases.

▪ As a result, skin is 

dehydrated and

wrinkles become more

visible.

▪ Skin barrier is 

strengthened

▪ The eye area is 

instantly plumped 
▪ Skin’s moisture deposits 

are lastingly 

replenished. 

▪ Lines are smoothed 

and wrinkles softened.

Marine Eye Mask – Skin‘s Response

Hyaluronic Acid Calcium Ions Aquaporins

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Marine Eye Mask – When and how to use it? 

▪ apply whenever needed

▪ press fluid chamber with both thumbs to release activation

liquid

▪ peel off foil once fluid is completely soaked in the mask

▪ apply the masks on cleansed skin

▪ leave on for 15 minutes

▪ for sustained results use regularly 2-3 times a week

Front Bar

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Marine Eye Mask – What is it? 

The Marine Eye Mask is … 

▪ an effective alginate eye mask 

▪ for an instantly more plumped 

▪ rehydrated 

▪ and visibly firmer appearance of the 

eye zone.

Elevator Speech

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Marine Eye Mask – Complementary Products

INSTANT BOOSTER

▪ Collagen Serum Spray

ACTIVATOR

▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

+

+                     

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Collagen Serum Spray
Key Ingredients 

Native Collagen| NMFs| Apple Stem Cell Extract

Signal
Collagen molecules form a moisture "net" and Natural 

Moisturizing Factors (NMFs) are released. Apple stem 

cell extract promotes cell activity.

Skin‘s Response 

Skin is infused with extra moisture and moisture deposits 

are refilled. Increased cell renewal and longevity for 

maximized cell turnover.

Benefit

Skin is deeply hydrated - wherever, whenever. 

Uncomfortable tight feeling is diminished. Fine lines are 

reduced and skin is immediately firmer. Appearance is 

rejuvenated, with lasting effect.

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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▪ Collagen molecules form a 
moisture "net" and NMFs are 
released.

▪ Apple stem cell extract 
promotes cell activity.

▪ Skin is infused with extra 
moisture; moisture deposits 
are refilled.

▪ Increased cell renewal and 
longevity for maximized cell 
turnover.

▪ Climate, AC and other stress 
factors could lead to 
decreased moisture in the 
skin. 

▪ This shows up as increased 
dryness and accentuation of 
fine lines, wrinkles and 
flakiness. Very dry skin could 
even get irritated. The skin 

appears tired and dull. 

▪ Skin is deeply hydrated,
uncomfortable tight feeling 
is diminished. 

▪ Fine lines are reduced.  

▪ Skin is immediately firmer.

▪ Appearance is
rejuvenated, with lasting
effect.Apple Stem

Cell Extract
NMF Collagen Molecules

Collagen Serum Spray – Skin‘s Response
SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Collagen Serum Spray – When and how to use it?

▪ apply in the morning and evening as well as whenever 

needed

▪ shake well before use

▪ hold spray in an upright position

▪ close your eyes and apply 3 pumps onto your face 

and neck, and 3 pumps to the décolleté

▪ if you prefer, pump the product into the palm of your 

hand before applying

Front Bar & Back Bar

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Collagen Serum Spray – What is it?

The Collagen Serum Spray is … 

▪ a hydrating collagen serum  

▪ for instantly smoothed

▪ and plumped skin 

▪ wherever, whenever.

Elevator Speech

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Collagen Serum Spray – Complementary Products

ACTIVATOR
▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

REPLENISHMENT
▪ Comforting Moisturizer

+

+

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERY

INSTANT 

BOOSTER ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Marine Serum Spray
Key Ingredients 

Fucoidan Algae Extract| Ectoin

Signal
Fucoidan Algae Extract provide moisture, stimulate 

antiaging mechanisms and inhibits collagenase, elastase 

and tyrosinase. Ectoin forms a protective shield for light 

rays andpollution and strengthens the skin barrier.

Skin‘s Response 

Skin is infused with extra moisture and moisture depots 

arerefilled. Intensity of age spots and collagen breakdown 

isreduced. Skin defense system is strengthened

Benefit

instant plumped, hydrated and calmed skin with 

immediate and long lasting visibly reduced fine lines and 

wrinkles.Appearance is rejuvenated, with lasting effect

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 
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Marine Spray Serum – Skin‘s Response
SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT
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Marine Spray Serum– When and how to use it?

▪ Apply in the morning and evening 

▪ Shake well before use 

▪ Hold spray in an upright position

▪ Close your eyes and apply 3 pumps onto your face 

and neck and 3 pumps to the décolleté.

▪ If you prefer, pump the product into the palm of your 

hand before applying.

Front Bar & Back Bar
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Marine Spray Serum – What is it?

The Collagen Serum Spray is … 

▪ a hydrating marine algae serum 

▪ for instantly hydrated calmed and 

plumped skin 

▪ wherever, whenever.

Elevator Speech
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Marine Spray Serum– Complementary Products

ACTIVATOR
▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

REPLENISHMENT
▪ Comforting Moisturizer

+

+
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Professional Marine Mask
Key Ingredients 

Alginate | Calcium Ions | Sodium Ions

Signal
Calciums ions penetrate deeply into the epidermal layer 

to increase extra-cellular calcium concentration.

Skin‘s Response 

Cell-cell connections are stabilized. TEWL is reduced. Skin's 

own moisture channels  (= aquaporins ) are activated, 

supporting the skin's moisture balance and enhances its 

moisture storage. 

Benefit

Skin is immediately plumped. Skin’s moisture deposits are 

lastingly replenished. Skin barrier is strengthened. Lines are 

smoothed and wrinkles softened.
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▪ With age, the number and 

mobility of aquaporins

(=water channels) 

decreases.

▪ As a result, the skin is 

dehydrated and wrinkles 

become more visible. 

▪ Calciums ions penetrate 

deeply into the epidermal 

layer to increase extra-cellular 

calcium concentration.

▪ Epidermal Cell-cell 

connections are stabilized. 

TEWL is reduced. 

▪ Skin's own moisture channels  

(= quaporins) are activated, 

supporting the skin's moisture 

balance and enhances its 

moisture storage

▪ Skin barrier is strengthened

▪ Skin is immediately 

plumped and its moisture 

deposits are lastingly 

replenished.

▪ Lines are smoothed, 

wrinkles are softened.

Hyaluronic Acid Calcium Ions Aquaporins
LiftoninTM-

Xpress

Professional Marine Mask – Skin‘s Response

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT
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Professional Marine Mask – When and how to use it?

▪ position the first half of the dry mask on the face

▪ hydrate it slowly yet thoroughly with the PROFESSIONAL 

ACTIVATING LIQUID

▪ position and hydrate the second half of the mask

▪ leave it on for 20 minutes

Back Bar
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Professional Marine Mask – What is it?

The Professional Marine Mask is … 

▪ an alginate mask 

▪ for instantly more plumped

▪ rehydrated

▪ visibly firmer skin. 

Elevator Speech
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INSTANT BOOSTER
▪ Marine Eye Mask

Professional Marine Mask – Complementary Products

+
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Activation of skin’s own 

natural processes.



|

Skin answers

Activator
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Vitamin C Concentrate
Key Ingredients 

Vitamin C (79% L-Ascorbic Acid)

Signal
Vitamin C balances enzymes involved in collagen and 

melanin synthesis and neutralizes free radicals.

Skin‘s Response 

Collagen synthesis is increased and tyrosinase activity is 

inhibited. Skin's anti-oxidative defense system is 

strengthened.

Benefit

Skin contours are firmed and dark spots are brightened; 

the complexion appears more even. Fine lines and wrinkles 

are smoothed. The skin is protected against premature 

aging.
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▪ Over time, skin naturally

loses collagen and presents

multiple signs of aging.

▪ The complexion can 

become uneven; dark 

spots can appear. 

▪ Lines and wrinkles are more 

prominent; the skin loses 

firmness. 

▪ Vitamin C balances 

enzymes involved in 

collagen and melanin 

synthesis and neutralizes 

free radicals.

▪ Collagen synthesis is 

increased and tyrosinase 

activity is inhibited.

▪ Skin's anti-oxidative defense 

system is strengthened.

▪ Skin contours are firmed; 

dark spots are brightened; 

complexion appears more 

even. 

▪ Fine lines and wrinkles are 

smoothed. 

▪ Skin is protected against 

premature aging.

Vitamin C Concentrate – Skin‘s Response

Free Radicals Vitamin C

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT
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Vitamin C Concentrate – When and how to use it?

▪ apply in the morning after cleansing

▪ place one bead of VITAMIN C CONCENTRATE in the palm of 

your hand

▪ activate with one pump of the ACTIVATOR

▪ mix between the palms of both hands and apply onto face

▪ apply your regular moisturizer

▪ use sun screen on top

Front Bar & Back Bar
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Vitamin C Concentrate – What is it?

Vitamin C Concentrate is … 

▪ a powerful anti-aging treatment concentrate 

▪ with Vitamin C (79% L-Ascorbic Acid)

▪ to firm skin contours

▪ reduce dark spots

▪ and fine lines and wrinkles. 

Elevator Speech
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Vitamin C Concentrate – Complementary Products

ACTIVATOR
▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

+
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Resveratrol Concentrate
Key Ingredients 

Resveratrol | Anti-Aging Matrikines

Signal
Resveratrol protects the production of collagen, 

inhibits pro-irritating enzymes and neutralizes free 

radicals. Anti-aging matrikines stimulate production 

of collagen.

Skin‘s Response 

Collagen synthesis is increased and irritative

processes are inhibited. Skin's anti-oxidative defense 

system is strengthened.

Benefit

Skin contours are firmed and redness is reduced. Fine 

lines and wrinkles are smoothed. The skin is protected 

against premature aging. 

Suitable even for sensitive or damaged skin. 
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▪ Collagen synthesis is 

increased 

▪ Irritative processes are 

inhibited.

▪ Skin's anti-oxidative defense 

system is strengthened.

▪ Weakening of the collagen 

structure (environmental 

factors) leads to lines and 

wrinkles, loss of firmness and 

skin density. 

▪ Environmental factors can 

also lead to increased 

redness and sensitivity. 

▪ Resveratrol protects the 

production of collagen, 

inhibits pro-irritating 

enzymes, neutralizes free 

radicals.

▪ Anti-aging matrikines

stimulate production of 

collagen.

Resveratrol Concentrate – Skin‘s Response

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

Free Radicals Resveratrol Anti Aging Matrikine

▪ Skin contours are firmed, 

redness is reduced. 

▪ Fine lines and wrinkles are 

smoothed.

▪ Skin is protected against 

premature aging.

▪ Suitable even for

sensitive/demaged skin.
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Resveratrol Concentrate – When and how to use it?

▪ apply one pump of the serum on face, neck, and 

décolleté preferably in the evening after 

cleansing

▪ pat in with your fingertips

▪ if additional hydration is needed, follow with your

night moisturizer

Front Bar & Back Bar
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Resveratrol Concentrate – What is it?

Resveratrol Concentrate is …

▪ a nightly concentrate 

▪ to firm skin contours 

▪ soften the appearance of redness, 

fine lines and wrinkles

▪ suitable for even very sensitive skin.

▪ strong anti-oxidation power

Elevator Speech
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Resveratrol Concentrate – Complementary Products

INSTANT BOOSTER

▪ Collagen Serum Spray

ACTIVATOR
▪ Vitamin C Concentrate

SMART PROTECTOR
▪ Defending Day Serum Plus

RECOVERY
▪ Collagen Face Mask

+

+

+

+
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Resveratrol Concentrate Eye
Key Ingredients 

Resveratrol | Anti-Aging Matrikines | Shea Butter & Hyaluronic Acid

Signal
Resveratrol protects the production of collagen and neutralizes free radicals. Anti-
aging matrikines stimulate collagen production. Shea butter creates a lipid film on 
the surface of the skin. Hyaluronic acid attracts water to create a moisture net on 
the skin. 

Skin‘s Response 

Collagen synthesis is increased; irritative processes are inhibited. Skin's own lipid 
production is enabled and the skin barrier is strengthened. Skin's anti-oxidative 
defense system is strengthened.

Benefit

The eye zone is firmed. Fine lines and wrinkles are smoothed. Skin’s moisture reserves 
are replenished, binding moisture in the skin. The skin around the eye area is 
protected against premature aging.
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▪ Environmental 

factors lead to 

weakening of the 

collagen structure,    

to lines and wrinkles, 

and loss of firmness 

and skin density. 

▪ The eye zone is firmed, fine 

lines and wrinkles are 

smoothed. Redness is 

reduced

▪ Skin´s moisture reserves are 

replenished.

▪ Skin around eye area is 

protected against premature 

aging.

▪ Resveratrol protects production of 

collagen, inhibits pro-irritating 

enzymes, neutralizes free radicals.

▪ Anti-aging matrikines stimulate 

collagen production. 

▪ Shea butter creates a lipid film on 

the surface of the skin.

▪ Hyaluronic acid attracts water to 

create a moisture net on the skin. 

▪ Collagen synthesis is 

increased. Irritative processes 

are inhibited

▪ Skin's own lipid production is 

enabled

▪ Skin barrier is strengthened.

▪ Skin's anti-oxidative defense 

system is strengthened.

Resveratrol Concentrate Eye – Skin‘s Response

Free Radicals Resveratrol Anti Aging Matrikine Shea Butter

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT
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Resveratrol Concentrate Eye – When and how to use it?

▪ apply half a pump to the eye area

▪ gently pat into the skin

Front Bar & Back Bar
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Resveratrol Concentrate Eye – What is it?

Resveratrol Concentrate Eye is … 

▪ a multi-active  anti-aging eye care 

concentrate

▪ for a smoother  and firmer eye zone

▪ with significantly fewer lines and wrinkles.

Elevator Speech
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INSTANT BOOSTER
▪ Collagen Serum Spray

▪ Marine Eye Mask

RECOVERY
▪ Collagen Eye Mask

Resveratrol Concentrate Eye – Complementary Products

+

+
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Professional Renewal Mask
Key Ingredients 

Native Collagen | Apple Stem Cell Extract | Baicalin

Signal
Apple stem cell extract stimulates cell activity and baicalin

neutralizes free radicals. Collagen molecules form a net of 

moisture on the skin and bind moisture. Collagen peptides 

signal collagen synthesis. Collagen fibers bind water.

Skin‘s Response 

Cell renewal and longevity is increased, for maximized cell 

turnover. Skin's anti-oxidative defense system is strengthened. 

Moisture deposits are refilled. Collagen synthesis is increased.

Benefit

Appearance is rejuvenated, with lasting effect. Skin is deeply 

hydrated; feelings of skin tightness are diminished. The skin is 

firmed, fine lines are smoothed and skin is soothed. 
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Professional Renewal Mask – Skin‘s Response

▪ Skin starts showing more 
advanced signs of 
aging.

▪ Cell division is slowing 
down.

▪ Apple stem cell extract stimulates
cell activity. 

▪ Baicalin neutralizes free radicals.
▪ Collagen molecules form a net of

moisture on the skin and bind it.
▪ Peptides signal collagen synthesis. 
▪ Fibers bind water and provide a 

cooling effect.

▪ Cell renewal and longevity is 
increased for max. cell turnover. 

▪ Skin's anti-oxidative defense 
system is strengthened.

▪ Moisture deposits are refilled.

▪ Collagen synthesis is increased.

Apple Stem

Cell Extract Collagen Peptides Collagen MoleculesHyaluronic Acid LIFTONINTM Xpress Collagen Fibers

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

▪ Appearance is 
rejuvenated, with lasting 
effect. 

▪ Skin is deeply hydrated,
feelings of skin tightness are 
diminished.

▪ Skin is firmed, fine lines are 
smoothed and skin is 

soothed. 
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Professional Renewal Mask – When and how to use it?

▪ cut into shape as needed or tear along the perforations

▪ position the dry mask on the face

▪ hydrate it slowly yet thoroughly with the PROFESSIONAL 

ACTIVATING LIQUID

▪ leave it on for 15 minutes

▪ remove the mask and pat any remnants into the skin

Available in Classic and Skin Zone Complete shape

Back Bar
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Professional Renewal Mask – What is it?

The Professional Renewal Mask is …

▪ a professional rejuvenating face mask

▪ made of native collagen 

▪ which improves multiple signs of aging in 

tired skin.

Elevator Speech
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ACTIVATOR
▪ Vitamin C Concentrate

▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

Professional Renewal Mask – Complementary Products
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Recovery of soothed and 

smoothed skin.
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Skin Needs

Recovery
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Collagen Face Mask
Key Ingredients 

Native Collagen | Hyaluronic Acid | Liftonin Xpress™

Signal
Collagen molecules and hyaluronic acid form a net of 

moisture on the skin and bind moisture. Collagen 

peptides signal collagen synthesis. LiftoninTM Xpress 

forms a three-dimensional net on the skin. 

Skin‘s Response 

Moisture deposits are replenished. Collagen synthesis is 

increased. Skin surface is firmed.

Benefit

Skin is deeply hydrated, feelings of skin tightness are 

diminished. The skin is firmed and fine lines are 

smoothed. Skin is soothed. 
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Collagen Face Mask – Skin‘s Response

▪ Moisture deposits are 

replenished. 

▪ Collagen synthesis is 

increased. 

▪ Skin surface is firmed.      

▪ Collagen molecules and 

hyaluronic acid form a net of

moisture on the skin and bind it. 

▪ Collagen peptides signal

collagen synthesis.

▪ LiftoninTM Xpress forms a three-

dimensional net on the skin. 

▪ With age, skin can get 

dehydrated, showing 

dryness lines and wrinkles 

more prominently. 

▪ Very dry skin may even 

get irritated.

▪ Skin is deeply hydrated,

feelings of skin tightness 

are diminished. 

▪ It is firmed and fine lines 

are smoothed.

▪ Skin is soothed. 

Hyaluronic Acid LiftoninTM-Xpress Collagen Fibers
Collagen 

Molecules

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

Collagen 

Peptides
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Collagen Face Mask – When and how to use it?

▪ tear open at the indentations

▪ remove mask along with the mesh and unfold

▪ using the mesh place the mask onto the cleansed 

face, then remove the mesh

▪ leave on for 15 minutes, then remove

▪ pat any remnants into the skin

▪ repeat 1-2 times per week 

Front Bar
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Collagen Face Mask – What is it?

The Collagen Face Mask is …

▪ an anti-aging face mask 

▪ made of native collagen 

▪ for smoothed and soothed skin.

Elevator Speech
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Collagen Face Mask – Complementary Products

INSTANT BOOSTER
▪ Collagen Serum Spray

ACTIVATOR
▪ Vitamin C Concentrate

▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

+

+                    
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Collagen Eye Mask
Key Ingredients 

Native Collagen | Hyaluronic Acid

Signal
Collagen molecules and hyaluronic acid form a net of 

moisture on the skin and bind moisture. Collagen 

peptides signal collagen synthesis.

Skin‘s Response 

Moisture deposits are replenished. Collagen synthesis is 

increased. 

Benefit

The skin around the eye are is deeply hydrated, feelings 

of skin tightness are diminished. Fatigue lines are visibly 

softened and wrinkles are smoothed. The skin of the 

delicate eye area is soothed.
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Collagen Eye Mask – Skin‘s Response

▪ Moisture deposits are 

replenished. 

▪ Collagen synthesis is 

increased. 

▪ Collagen molecules and 

hyaluronic acid form a net

of moisture on the skin and 

bind moisture. 

▪ Collagen peptides signal

collagen synthesis.

▪ The skin around the eye 

area is thin and delicate. 

▪ This area can get 

dehydrated and irritated 

with age, showing dryness 

lines or wrinkles more 

prominently.

Hyaluronic Acid Collagen Fibers
Collagen 

Molecules

Collagen 

Peptides

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

▪ Skin around the eye 

area is deeply hydrated, 

feelings of skin tightness 

are diminished.

▪ Fatigue lines are visibly 

softened and wrinkles 

are smoothed.

▪ The skin of the delicate 

eye area is soothed.
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Collagen Eye Mask – When and how to use it?

▪ whenever needed

▪ firmly press fluid chamber with both thumbs to release 

activation liquid

▪ peel off foil once fluid is completely soaked in the masks

▪ apply the masks onto cleansed skin and allow to take 

effect

▪ leave on for 15 minutes

▪ take off and discard the masks after use

▪ for sustained results use regularly 2-3 times a week

Front Bar
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Collagen Eye Mask – What is it?

The Collagen Eye Mask is … 

▪ an anti-aging eye mask

▪ made of native collagen 

▪ for a smoothed 

▪ and soothed eye area.

Elevator Speech
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Collagen Eye Mask – Complementary Products

INSTANT BOOSTER
▪ Collagen Serum Spray

ACTIVATOR
▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

+

+                     
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Professional Smoothing Mask
Key Ingredients 

Native Collagen (98 % collagen)

Signal
Collagen molecules form a net of moisture on the skin 

and bind moisture. Collagen peptides signal collagen 

synthesis. Collagen fibers bind water and provide a 

cooling effect.

Skin‘s Response 

Moisture deposits are replenished. Collagen synthesis is 

increased.

Benefit

Skin is deeply hydrated; feelings of skin tightness are 

diminished. The skin is firmed and fine lines are 

smoothed. Skin is soothed. 
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Professional Smoothing Eye Mask
Key Ingredients 

Native Collagen (98 % collagen)

Signal
Collagen molecules form a net of moisture on the skin 

and bind moisture. Collagen peptides signal collagen 

synthesis. Collagen fibers bind water and provide a 

cooling effect.

Skin‘s Response 

Moisture deposits are replenished. Collagen synthesis is 

increased.

Benefit

Skin is deeply hydrated; feelings of skin tightness are 

diminished. The skin is firmed and fine lines are 

smoothed. Skin is soothed. 
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▪ Moisture deposits are 

replenished. 

▪ Collagen synthesis is 

increased.

▪ Collagen molecules form a net of 

moisture on the skin and bind 

moisture.

▪ Collagen peptides signal collagen 

synthesis. 

▪ Collagen fibers bind water and 

provide a cooling effect.

▪ Skin is deeply hydrated; 

feelings of skin tightness are 

diminished.

▪ The skin is firmed and fine 

lines are smoothed.

▪ Skin is soothed. 

Hyaluronic Acid LiftoninTM-Xpress Collagen Fibers
Collagen 

Molecules

Professional Smoothing (Eye) Mask – Skin‘s Response

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT
▪ The skin starts to show signs of 

aging such as lines and wrinkles. 

▪ The moisture deposits are 

depleted. 

▪ With age, skin also loses its ability 

to retain moisture, promoting 

redness and irritation.

Collagen 

Peptides
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▪ cut into shape as needed or tear along the perforations

▪ position the dry mask on the face

▪ hydrate it slowly yet thoroughly with the PROFESSIONAL 

ACTIVATING LIQUID

▪ leave it on for 15 minutes

▪ remove the mask and pat any remnants into the skin

▪ especially recommended for very sensitive skin

Available in Classic and Skin Zone Complete shape.

Professional Smoothing Mask – When and how to use it?

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RESET

RECOVERYSMART 

PROTECTOR

Back Bar
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▪ position the dry mask on the eye area

▪ hydrate it slowly yet thoroughly with the PROFESSIONAL 

ACTIVATING LIQUID

▪ leave it on for 15 minutes

▪ remove the mask and pat any remnants into the skin

Available in Eye Zone shape type 06.

Professional Smoothing Eye Mask – When and how to use it?

Back Bar
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The Professional Smoothing Mask is … 

▪ a professional anti-aging face mask

▪ made of 98 % native collagen 

▪ for smoothed 

▪ and soothed skin.

Professional Smoothing Mask – What is it?

Elevator Speech
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The Professional Smoothing Eye Mask is … 

▪ a professional anti-aging eye mask

▪ made of 98 % native collagen 

▪ for smoothed 

▪ and soothed skin.

Professional Smoothing Eye Mask – What is it?

Elevator Speech

SMART 
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OPTIMIZER
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BOOSTER
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Professional Smoothing Mask – Complementary Products

INSTANT BOOSTER
▪ Marine Eye Mask

RECOVERY
▪ Collagen Eye Mask

SMART PROTECTOR
▪ Defending Day Serum Plus

+

+

+

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERYINSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Professional Smoothing Eye Mask – Complementary Products

INSTANT BOOSTER
▪ Collagen Serum Spray

ACTIVATOR
▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

SMART PROTECTOR
▪ Defending Day Serum Plus

+

+

+

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERYINSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Pure Collagen Cover – Skin‘s Response

▪ Hemostasis is achieved.

▪ Moisture deposits are 

replenished.

▪ Collagen synthesis is 

increased.

▪ After skin rejuvenation 

treatment the skin is 

often irritated and 

needs instant relief.

Sterile Saline Collagen Fibers
Collagen 

Molecules

▪ Collagen fibers bind water, 

provide a cooling effect and 

promote blood clotting.

▪ Collagen molecules form a net 

of moisture on the skin and bind 

moisture.

▪ Collagen peptides signal 

collagen synthesis.

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

▪ The skin is cooled and its 

recovery is supported. 

▪ Signs of skin irritation are 

soothed.

▪ Activated with sterile saline 

it is safe and suitable even 

for damaged skin.

Collagen 

Peptides
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▪ to achieve best results with hemostasis and body fluid 

uptake, apply it in the dry state to the swabbed wound area 

- cut to fit before application

▪ to support moist wound healing, it may be rehydrated in the 

wound bed and covered with a secondary dressing

▪ to reduce signs of inflammation immediately after 

intervention, it may be rehydrated left uncovered on the 

treated area for 10 to 30 minutes

▪ sheets adherent to the wound bed should be rehydrated in 

situ before removal to prevent reoccurrence of bleeding

Medical Device: Sterile!

Pure Collagen Cover – When and how to use it?

Back Bar
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The Pure Collagen Cover is …

▪ a professional collagen mask 

▪ for cooled and soothed skin.

▪ Sterile production and packaging 

ensure a safe usage 

▪ for highly irritated or damaged skin.

Pure Collagen Cover – What is it?

Elevator Speech
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Pure Collagen Cover – Complementary Products

INSTANT BOOSTER
▪ Marine Eye Mask

RECOVERY
▪ Collagen Eye Mask

SMART PROTECTOR
▪ Defending Day Serum Plus

+

+

+

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RECOVERYINSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Refinement of skin texture.
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Skin Glows

Complexion Optimizer
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AHA Fluid
Key Ingredients 

Glycolic Acid (10%), Urea

Signal
Glycolic acid stimulates cell proliferation by 

removing dead cells and inhibits tyrosinase activity. 

Urea attracts water

Skin‘s Response 

Epidermal turnover is promoted and corneocyte 

shedding is increased. Melanin synthesis is balanced. 

Skin moisture deposits are replenished.

Benefit

Skin is hydrated and complexion is refined: Pores are 

visibly finer, pigmentation spots faded and uneven 

skin tone brightened.

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZERRECOVERY
INSTANT 

BOOSTER
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▪ Epidermal turnover is 

promoted and corneocyte 

shedding is increased. 

▪ Melanin synthesis is 

balanced.

▪ Skin moisture depots are 

replenished

▪ Skin  is hydrated and 

complexion is refined. 

▪ Pores are visibly finer, 

pigmentation spots faded

and uneven skin tone 

brightened.

▪ Glycolic acid stimulates 

cell proliferation by 

removing dead cells and 

inhibits tyrosinase activity

▪ Urea attracts water

▪ Due to sun damage and other 

external stress factors, the 

uppermost skin layer becomes 

thicker, even rough. 

▪ Cell renewal processes slow down

▪ Age spots and an uneven skin 

tone can appear due to an 

irregular accumulation of melanin.

AHA Fluid – Skin‘s Response

Glycolic Acid

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

Urea
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OPTIMIZERRECOVERY
INSTANT 
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AHA Fluid – Ingredient background

Glycolic Acid (AHA) 

▪ is the smallest α-hydroxy acid (AHA) used in 
many skin care products to loosen dead and 
hardened skin cells [1]

▪ induces controlled exfoliation and thus supports  
new epidermal growth with more evenly 
distributed melanin [1]

▪ it is able to stabilize the skin’s acid mantle due to 
its low pH; it is proven that a 10 % α-Hydroxy
Acid Emulsion significantly lowered the pH even 
in deeper layers of the stratum corneum several 
hours after application [2]

▪ a slightly acidic pH is needed for the 
maintenance of a competent skin barrier which 
keeps the skin resilient against external 
influences [3]

Urea 

▪ the stratum corneum contains a high 
concentration of water-soluble, low molecular 
weight compounds, which are known collectively 
as natural moisturizing factors (NMFs), one of the 
major contributors is urea [4]

▪ NMFs are intensely hygroscopic, therefore absorb 
water and act as very efficient humectants [4]

▪ moisturizers containing urea improve the barrier 
function of the skin and reduce the trans-
epidermal-water loss (TEWL) [4]

▪ significant moisture effect of urea at a 
concentration of 3 % [5] 

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZERRECOVERY
INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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AHA Fluid – When and how to use it?

▪ use 1-2 times per week at the beginning and then 

increase to nightly usage

▪ apply after cleansing and toning

▪ follow with an antioxidant serum and/or moisturizer

▪ do not use any other exfoliants or scrubs when using this 

product

▪ the skin is more sensitive to UV light after usage; use a 

high-level UV protection sun screen during the day

Front Bar
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AHA Fluid – What is it?

The AHA Fluid is … 

▪ a powerful nightly leave-on exfoliant

▪ with 10 % AHA 

▪ for a brighter, more homogeneous and 

radiant complexion.

Elevator Speech
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AHA Fluid – Complementary Products

ACTIVATOR
▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

SMART PROTECTOR
▪ Defending Day Serum Plus

+

+

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZERRECOVERY
INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENTRESET
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Refining Moisturizer Key Ingredients 

Salicylic Acid | Panthenol | Chamomile Extract | Avocado 

Oil

Signal
Salicylic acid stimulates cell proliferation by removing dead 

cells. Panthenol combined with chamomile support anti-

irritating processes. 

Panthenol attracts water. 

Skin‘s Response 

Epidermal turnover is supported and corneocyte shedding is 

increased. The moisturized environment enables skin's own 

regenerative powers to calm the skin. The moisture depots of 

the epidermis are restored. 

Benefit

The complexion is brightened and more homogeneous. The 

skin is purified and matte. Skin is deeply hydrated. 

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZERRECOVERY
INSTANT 

BOOSTER
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Refining Moisturizer – Skin‘s Response

▪ Salicylic acid stimulates cell 

proliferation by removing 

dead cells. 

▪ Panthenol combined with 

chamomile support anti-

irritating processes.

▪ Panthenol attracts water. 

▪ Epidermal turnover is supported 

and corneocyte shedding is 

increased.

▪ Moisturized environment enables 

skin's own regenerative power to 

calm the skin.

▪ The moisture deposits of the 

epidermis are restored. 

▪ The complexion is 

brightened and more 

homogeneous.  

▪ The skin is purified, 

matte and deeply 

hydrated. 

Avocado Oil Salicylic Acid Bisabolol (Chamomile)

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

▪ Skin is looking partly shiny with 

enlarged pores while other 

areas feel tight or are easily 

irritated. 

▪ The skin needs support to 

optimize this uneven  look and 

feel.

Panthenol
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Refining Moisturizer – When and how to use it?

▪ apply in the morning and evening after cleansing onto 

face, neck, and décolleté

Front Bar & Back Bar
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Refining Moisturizer – What is it?

The Refining Moisturizer is … 

▪ a light moisturizer 

▪ for minimized pores

▪ soothed and hydrated skin.

Elevator Speech
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Refining Moisturizer – Complementary Products

ACTIVATOR
▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

SMART PROTECTOR
▪ Defending Day Serum Plus

RECOVERY
▪ Collagen Face Mask

▪ Collagen Eye Mask

+

+

+
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INSTANT 
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Professional Brightening Mask
Key Ingredients 

Native Collagen | Alpha Arbutin

Signal
Alpha Arbutin inhibits tyrosinase activity and neutralizes free 

radicals. Collagen molecules form a net of moisture on the 

skin and bind moisture. Collagen peptides signal collagen 

synthesis. Collagen fibers bind water and provide a cooling 

effect.

Skin‘s Response 

Melanin synthesis is balanced and skin's anti-oxidative 

defense system is strengthened. Moisture deposits are 

replenished. Collagen synthesis is increased.

Benefit

Skin is brightened, the skin tone more homogeneous. Skin is 

deeply hydrated; feelings of skin tightness are diminished. 

The skin is firmed, fine lines are smoothed and skin is soothed. 

SMART 

PROTECTOR

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZERRECOVERY
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▪ Melanin synthesis is 
balanced; skin´s anti-
oxidative defense system is 
strengthened. 

▪ Moisture depots are 
replenished, collagen 

synthesis is increased.

▪ Alpha arbutin inhibits tyrosinase
activity, neutralizes free radicals.

▪ Molecules form a net of moisture on 
the skin and bind it.

▪ Peptides signal collagen synthesis. 

▪ Fibers bind water and  provide a 
cooling effect.

Hyaluronic Acid LiftoninTM-Xpress Collagen Fibers/ Peptides / MoleculesAlpha-Arbutin

Professional Brightening Mask – Skin‘s Response
SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

▪ Due to age and chronic UV 
exposure, human skin 
increasingly develops 
irregular pigmentation.

▪ Visible accumulation of
melanin indicates a 

malfuntioning of skin´s
pigmentation process.

▪ Skin is brightened, tone is 
more homogeneous. 

▪ Skin is deeply hydrated; 
feelings of skin tightness 
are diminished. 

▪ The skin is firmed, fine 
lines are smoothed and 
skin is soothed. 
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OPTIMIZERRECOVERY
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BOOSTER
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Professional Brightening Mask – When and how to use it?

▪ cut into shape as needed or tear along the perforations

▪ position the dry mask on the face

▪ hydrate it slowly yet thoroughly with the PROFESSIONAL 

ACTIVATING LIQUID

▪ leave it on for 15 minutes

▪ remove the mask and pat any remnants into the skin

Available in Classic and Skin Zone Complete shape.

Back Bar
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Professional Brightening Mask – What is it?

The Professional Brightening Mask is … 

▪ a professional face mask 

▪ made of native collagen

▪ for a brighter

▪ more homogeneous and 

▪ radiant complexion.

Elevator Speech
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Professional Brightening Mask – Complementary Products

ACTIVATOR
▪ Vitamin C Concentrate

▪ Resveratrol Concentrate
+                     

SMART 
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OPTIMIZERRECOVERY
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BOOSTER
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Replenishment of 

essential nutrients.



|

Skin needs

Replenishment
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Comforting Moisturizer
Key Ingredients 

Preen Gland Oil | Hyaluronic Acid | Avocado Oil | Cocoa 

Butter

Signal

Hyaluronic acid attracts water to create a moisture net on the 

skin. Preen Gland Oil, avocado oil and cocoa butter nourish 

and create a lipid film on the surface of the skin. 

Skin‘s Response 

Skin’s moisture reserves are replenished, binding moisture in 

the skin. Skin's own lipid production is enabled, TEWL is 

reduced and the skin barrier is strengthened.

Benefit

Skin is hydrated and nourished, dryness lines and wrinkles are 

smoothed. Skin feels smooth and supple. The skin barrier is 

strengthened.

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR

REPLENISHMENT COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RESET RECOVERY

SMART 

PROTECTOR
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▪ Hyaluronic acid attracts water 

to create a moisture net on 

the skin. 

▪ Preen Gland Oil, avocado oil 

and cocoa butter nourish and 

create a lipid film on the 

surface of the skin. 

▪ Skin’s moisture reserves are 

replenished, binding moisture 

in the skin. 

▪ Skin's own lipid production is 

enabled, TEWL is reduced, skin 

barrier is strengthened.

▪ Skin is hydrated and 

nourished, dryness lines 

and wrinkles are 

smoothed. 

▪ Skin feels smooth and 

supple. 

▪ Skin barrier is 

strengthened.

Comforting Moisturizer – Skin‘s Response

Avocado Oil Hyaluronic Acid

SKIN INSIGHT SIGNAL SKIN‘S RESPONSE BENEFIT

Preen Gland Oil

▪ With age, several factors 

cause the skin to lose the 

ability to retain moisture. 

▪ The skin becomes drier, 

more easily irritated, it 

feels tight or even rough.

▪ Dryness lines show up 

more prominently.
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Comforting Moisturizer – When and how to use it?

▪ apply in the morning and evening after cleansing onto 

face, neck, and décolleté

▪ needs to be easily massaged into the skin

Front Bar & Back Bar
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Comforting Moisturizer – What is it?

The Comforting Moisturizer is … 

▪ a nourishing moisturizer for skin 

▪ to feel comfortable

▪ deeply hydrated 

▪ with fewer visible dryness lines.

Elevator Speech
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Comforting Moisturizer – Complementary Products

ACTIVATOR
▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

SMART PROTECTOR

▪ Defending Day Serum Plus

RECOVERY

▪ Collagen Eye Mask

+

+

+
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OPTIMIZER
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Protection from harmful

influences.
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Skin Wants

Smart Protector

Home use Cabin use
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Defending Day Serum Plus Key Ingredients 

• Ectoin | Depolluphane EpiPlus | Buddleja Officinalis Flower 
Extract | Phytosphingosine

Signal
Ectoin, Depolluphane EpiPlus and Buddleja Officinalis Flower 
Extract form a protective shield for light rays and pollution. 
Depolluphane EpiPlus and Buddleja Officinalis Flower Extract  
activate detoxification and anti-oxidant enzymes and 
neutralize free radicals. Phytosphingosine helps  build a 
protective barrier

Skin‘s Response 

Skin's anti-oxidative and immune defense system is 
strengthened, pollution and light induced DNA damage is 
limited, UV-induced redness and dark spots are reduced

Benefit

Multiple skin defense system that protects against premature 
aging caused by UV, blue light and urban pollution

. 
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Defending Day Serum Plus – Skin‘s Response
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Defending Day Serum Plus – When and how to use it?

▪ apply in the morning after cleansing and before 

moisturizing onto face, neck, and décolleté

▪ use sun screen on top

Front Bar & Back Bar
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Defending Day Serum Plus – What is it?

The Defending Day Serum Plus is … 
Elevator Speech
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Defending Day Serum Plus – Complementary Products

ACTIVATOR
▪ Resveratrol Concentrate

REPLENISHMENT
▪ Comforting Moisturizer

COMPLEXION OPTIMIZER
▪ Refining Moisturizer

+

+

+
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Professional Activating Liquid

Key Ingredients 

Liftonin™ Xpress| Hyaluronic Acid

Signal
It releases the ingredients from their dormant state and 

boosts the efficacy of the professional mask and massage 

products. LiftoninTM Xpress forms a three-dimensional net on 

the skin. Hyaluronic acid forms a net of moisture on the skin.

Skin‘s Response 

Skin surface is firmed. Moisture deposits are replenished.

Benefit

This activating liquid instantly rehydrates and activates 

professional reveel products. Skin is hydrated and firmed. 

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT
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RESET RECOVERY
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▪ for all PROFESSIONAL MASKS and PROFESSIONAL DETOX 

MASSAGE GEL

▪ use to activate all natural properties in the moment of

application, for deep ingredient penetration and efficacy

▪ to activate, apply the liquid to the dry mask while on the 

face

▪ stir in a small bowl if used together with the massage

product

Professional Activating Liquid – When and how to use it?
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Back Bar
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The Professional Activating Liquid is …

▪ with Hyaluronic Acid and LIFTONINTM Xpress

▪ for a maximum performance of the 
professional reveel  mask and massage 

products

▪ for every skin that benefits from the unique

„Back Bar“ performance specialists of
reveel.

Professional Activating Liquid – What is it?

Elevator Speech
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Professional Activating Liquid – Complementary Products

INSTANT 

BOOSTER
ACTIVATOR REPLENISHMENT

COMPLEXION 

OPTIMIZER
RESET RECOVERY

SMART 

PROTECTOR

INSTANT BOOSTER
▪ Professional Marine Mask

ACTIVATOR
▪ Professional Renewal Mask

COMPLEXION OPTIMIZER
▪ Professional Brightening Mask

PRE-TREATMENT
▪ Professional Detox Massage Gel Plus

RECOVERY
▪ Professional Smoothing Mask

+

+

+

+

+
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